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EDITORS WORD.
Some days I wonder why I run and suffer, only to realise after the run, “It is great to be healthy and
alive”. Running sometimes does more for the mind than the body and those days that you really do
not feel like running, is the days you should go out for a run. Guaranteed; after a short while you will
feel the difference. How do non-runners or non-active people cope? I do not know. I need this fix.
Spring is in the air. I hope and pray for a wonderful summer with flowers, rain and growth in
abundance. I cannot wait for the first trees to show their little buds of green, it truly is the most
wonderful time of the year. My wish is also for all our runners to awaken to the sound of summer.
It is already 3 months past Comrades and I am still to receive some stories. May you have
nightmares; feel guilty and ashamed because of not sharing your story. It is our Newsletter, please
be part of it.
I also requested that I would like to update the Club’s history after the first 21 years. I need nice
group photos, results, minutes of meetings, anything that we can include from yester year. If you
have any, please scan and mail to me, or lend to me so that I can copy. Speak to old members and
ask them if they can contribute. I already have all the Two Oceans results since 1976!
After a struggle to get one team for the relay we now have three. Wonder what the incentive is. I
hope all members pay a visit to encourage us; it could be a very nice social day. Bring us a beer!
All the best, see you on the road.

Age is just a number. Mine is not listed, yet.

‘A journey of a thousand leagues begins beneath ones’ feet’

Lao Tzu

Laozi (also Lao-Tzu or Lao-Tze, lit. "Old Master") was an ancient Chinese philosopher and writer.
Born 6th–5th century BC , Died 531 BC
Zhou Dynasty
A league is a unit of length (or, in various regions, area). It was long common in Europe and Latin
America, but it is no longer an official unit in any nation. The word originally meant the distance a
person could walk in an hour
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New “What is-up” group.

We are going to create a WhatsApp Messenger group for all Vaal Club members. This will
not be a group for chit-chat, but to inform all members of races, group runs, meetings and
other important Club related information. It is your choice if you would like to be in the group.

A word from the

Good day all Vaalies,
It’s spring time! And with the significantly warmer weather it is also time to start getting out on the
road again. The number of runners attending the time trials and Saturday group runs are slowly
increasing, but there are others we haven’t seen in a long time. Come join us again!
Rakende die Midvaal wedloop waaroor ek verlede maand geskryf het, is ek jammer om te sê dat dit
nie vanjaar gaan plaasvind nie. Dit het langer geneem as verwag om al die rolspelers aan boord te
kry en ons het bloot uit tyd gehardloop om ‘n goeie wedloop aan te bied. Ons beplanning is steeds
om vir volgende jaar ‘n kwaliteit half-marathon in Meyerton aan te bied. Die datum van die tweede
Sondag in Oktober is geboek, maar nou het ons meer as genoeg tyd om so ‘n nuwe wedloop
ordentelik te bemark. Dankie aan almal wat betrokke was by die beplanning; julle bydraes is nie
verlore nie en dra reeds by tot die beplanning van die 2017 wedloop.
Thank you to everyone who has so enthusiastically came on board for the Lite to Nite relay race in
October. We’ve entered three teams of 8 members each and the day promises to be a great social
event. It also got some of us motivated to start training a bit earlier than normal, which isn’t a bad
thing either.
Looking forward to seeing you on the road soon,
Best regards

1st NOTICE
Annual General Meeting and Prize giving: 11 November 2016.
th

First Notice is hereby given of the AGM to be held on the 11 of November 2016. Only paid up
members are allowed to vote if required.
Detail including the venue, time, dress code and cost will be communicated nearer to the
proposed date.
It will also be our Annual Prize Giving night. It is the time to brag about our Club and runners
and have a nice evening out. Please forward your achievements for consideration. It is your
responsibility to inform the Committee of your achievements. Please refer to the HONORARY
COLOURS, MERIT MEDALS, and CERTIFICATES AND TROPHIES file attached.
If you have any questions regarding the AGM and Prize giving, please send us a mail.

Upcoming races: - Race Calendar
SEPTEMBER 2016
Date
04-Sep
11-Sep
17-Sep
18-Sep
24-Sep
24-Sep
25-Sep

Event
City to City
Fred Morrison
Andrew Greyling
Saskin Gerald Fox
Daveyton Challenge
Clover Irene Spring Race
Stallion Security

Distance
21/10
21/10/5
21/10
10/5
21/10/5
21/10

Time
07:00
06:00
07:00
07:00
06:00
07:00

Venue
CANCELLED
Germiston Stadium
Brooklyn
Jhb Zoo
Marivate Park
Irene RRC
Sir John Winchester High

From the RAC Newsletter:
Talking of the death of races, our next ―big one‖ – the City to City has been cancelled.
CGA could not find a sponsor. This event dates back to somewhere around 1912 when it
was set up as a challenge between the Johannesburg Stock Exchange and the one in
Pretoria. It was revived in the early 1980’s at the instigation of the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange. When their sponsorship fell away it became the ―City to City‖ and carried on
sporadically with a variety of sponsors.
Initially, it was organised by the Transvaal Road Running Association, in those days the
Specialised Road Running Section of the Transvaal Athletics body. It was a premium
event with all the provincial Clubs volunteering to assist with the organisation. The spirit of
volunteerism is dying and everyone wants to be paid and without a massive cash injection
nothing will happen, hence the situation with City to City.
Luckily we still have some pockets of people with a passion for Road Running, this can be
seen in the various Clubs which still host road races. Without them, our sport would
become moribund, relying on ―Event Organisers‖ who set up ―Money Spinners‖ more as
entertainment than Athletic Events.

In 2015 a decision was made to award a Certificate for Time Trial Attendance.
Gold:
40+ Time Trials
Silver:
30+ Time Trials
Bronze:
20+Time Trials.

4 Time Trails left till end of September!

Time Trail and Group runs.
TAKE NOTE:

PLEASE

NEW SUMMER Start time: 17h45 from
6th September 2016

Wear white or bright colours to Time Trial.
Please wear a reflective belt!
We need to be safety conscious whilst running.

We invite all to come and join us on a Tuesday at 17H45. All friends and Walkers are welcome too.
This is where we as runners and Club meet, run a bit, socialize some more and where you can find
out about upcoming races. Flyers of upcoming races are available.
Group runs for the coming Saturday is also discussed and time, distance and venue set.
Normally group runs are from Virgin Active in Three Rivers from 07h00, in winter.
nd

The RAT RACE on the 2 of August was won by Paul Koorts. Only 9 seconds out. Not much
competition on the day as we were but a few attending.

♫ It’s good, ♪it’s good♪, it’s good.. ♪… it’s NICE! ♫

th

NOTE: The next Race Against Time will take place on Tuesday, September 6 , 2016 at 17:45.

SPRING RAT RACE
WEAR YOUR OLDEST RACE T-SHIRT AND BRAG ABOUT IT!
We should have the normal bring and braai afterwards, weather permitting. Bring your boerewors and
bun and a drink to enjoy with other members.
Please join us for a nice little social after the running bit.

AUGUST 2016 Time Trials
02/08

09/08

16/08

23/08

30/08

31’12 (6)
37’00 (6)
48’39 (8)
RAT
32’42 (6)
31’12 (6)
31’51 (6)

36’55 (6)
47’47 (8)
-

29’43 (6)
34’00 (6)
-

34’26 (6)
44’45 (7)

?? (4)
32’00 (6)
29’31 (6)
38’00 (8)
-

Points
total
6
16
17
34
31
25
36
2

47’47 (8)

-

-

39’52 (6)

29

31’04 (6)
40’04 (6)
36’55 (6)
28’08 (6)
28’08 (6)
34’21 (6)

34’00 (6)
33’00 (6)
26’00 (4)
35’58 (8)
30’17 (6)
35’58 (8)
32’22 (6)

45’00 (7)
32’22 (6)
34’26 (6)
?? (6)
36’10 (8)
34’26 (6)
36’10 (8)
31’55 (6)

32’56 (6)
?? (4)
?? (4)
35’21 (8)
38’11 (8)
35’21 (8)
31’48 (6)

2
16
14
13
3
9
17
28
14
12
20
6
6
35
30
45
47

Name
Beukes, Charl
Botha, Bennie
Coetzer, Kees
Grey, Cor
Hamilton, Erica
Hamilton, Robert
Jackson, Steve
J. van Rensburg, Jacqueline
Koorts, Paul
Korte, Bridgette
Lombaard, Antoon
Nel, Andries
Pienaar, Bethany
Pienaar, Daniel
Pienaar, Kathy
Pienaar, Raymond
Pienaar, Wayne
Smith, David
Smith, Louise
Smith, Stephen
Spies, Michelle
Stols, Elizma
Van den Berg, Gys
Van Rensburg, Leon
Van Wyk, Roelof
Zeelie, Sharon

Border line attendance to qualify for Certificate:
Gold:

Steve Jackson

Need 4 for 40

Silver:

Wayne Pienaar
Paul Koorts

Need 2 for 30
Need 1 for 30

Bronze:

Bennie Botha
Kees Coetzer

Need 4 for 20
Need 3 for 20

Go for it!

Relay: 8th October 2016

After initially battling to get 1 team together, we now have 3 teams running. The Committee
was, mmm…, “Forced” to pay the entries on behalf of the runners. Thank you kindly.
Let nobody say; “The Club does nothing in return for me as a member”.
Each team must decide between themselves when each member is running. If a member
cannot run, he must get a substitute or refund the Club the entry fee. Guaranteed, this
member will not be popular as it will mean that the rest of the team must run much longer.
These are the 3 teams. Good luck and Enjoy!
Vaal AC: Quick Team
Erica Hamilton
Stephen Jackson
Jan Koorts
Gavin Murphy
Gys v d Berg
Leon v Rensburg
Sharon Zeelie
Roelof Van Wyk

Vaal AC: Not so quick Team
Bennie Botha
Margaret Labuschagne
Daniel Pienaar
Raymond Pienaar
Wayne Pienaar
Michelle Spies
Charl Beukes
Clint Howes

Vaal AC: Final Cut
Gert Coetzer
Maria Koorts
Brigitte Korte
Khabi Motaung
David Smith
Gregory Sykora
Andries Nel
Antoon Lombaard

Vaalies in Modern Athlete (www.)

In this write up about Dana Coetzee we are lucky to see two very young Vaalies in the Picture. 18 years ago!
Believe it or not: It is Roelof with Cor just behind. Like Cor says; “Toe jeug nog aan ons kant was”.
(Agree; “When we were still young and beautiful”.)

Comfortably Numb – Or Wonderfully Alive!

14 July 2016

Stephan Joubert

―Comfortably Numb.‖ The title of this famous rock song from the previous century has
always stuck with me, and is an apt descriptor of something that happens to a lot of us.
We become comfortably numb.
Life comes at us and grinds our sharp ends down to blunt objects. We become so used to everything
– crime, violence, entertainment, sport, neighbours, church, even God! – that nothing keeps our
attention for very long.
We become bored, having lost our sense of wonder. That is why Jesus says in Matthew 18
that if we do not change and become like children once again, we will not enter the
Kingdom of God.
Childlike faith, imagination, and a little purposeful naiveté are desperately needed to learn how to look
at life and others through the eyes of Jesus finding a little wonder again. Only then will joy return as
well. Acts of kindness will become our native way of being present in the world. Not only God Himself,
but our neighbours, will become more important than ourselves, treated with the respect they
deserve as Image Bearers of God.
When people live with a renewed sense of wonder, they are honed in on what gives true life, no
longer comfortably numb, but wonderfully alive once more.

Hoe vriendelik is jy?

July 7, 2016

deur Helena Smith

Jare gelede toe die Jesus-film van Reghardt van der Berg vrygestel is, was 'n karaktertrek van Jesus
wat vir my deurgaans uitgestaan het, sy vriendelikheid.
In die Nuwe Testament lees ons telkens van Jesus se vriendelikheid. Jesus het sy eerste wonderwerk
gedoen om 'n bruidspaar verleentheid te spaar. Hy was by 'n troue met te min wyn. Was dit nie
vriendelik van hom om water in wyn te verander nie? Hy was vriendelik genoeg om by 'n skarminkel
soos Saggeüs te gaan eet. Hy was vriendelik met armes, siekes en sondaars. In Jesus se donkerste
uur aan die kruis het hy vriendelikheid en genade aan 'n moordenaar bewys. In 1 Korintiërs 13:4 lees
ons dat die liefde vriendelik is.
Omdat ons God se verteenwoordigers op aarde is, is dit belangrik dat ons as Christene ook die
waarde van vriendelikheid by die werk en by die huis sal uitleef. Hoe vriendelik is jy by die huis?
Wanneer laas het jy iets vir jou gesin gedoen sonder dat jy gevra is, bv. badwater ingetap, koffie
aangedra of 'n sjokolade op die kopkussing gesit?
Dink aan jou werkplek. Watter persoon word die meeste oorgesien of vermy? Die skaam oorgewig
vrygesel, 'n knorrige kollega of die skoonmaker. Is jy vriendelik teenoor hierdie persoon?
As jy regtig vriendelik is, sal jy ook genade aan ander bewys. Sal jy jou jaloerse kollega wat jou
telkens te na kom, vergewe? Sal jy vriendelik wees met die skindertonge in die kantoor, al weet jy dat
hulle jou ook soms beskinder?
Dan is dit ook nodig dat jy vriendelik is teenoor jouself. Jy sukkel dalk om met jou foute en sondes
saam te leef. God is vriendelik teenoor jou en vergewe jou foute. Hy weet alles van jou en bly steeds
lief vir jou, so lief dat Hy jou Sy kind noem.
In Max Lucado se boek, "Deel God se liefde " lees ek: "Vriendelikheid se nie net goeiemôre nie,
vriendelikheid maak ook die koffie."

HEALTH INFORMATION.
OF MOMENTS

It was early—too early by normal human standards—and I had already been running Forest Park for
an hour. It was Friday. It had not been a good week. I had cried more than I had laughed. I had
worried more than I had rested. The ratio of good moments to bad was not in my favor.
And then I made the right turn from Skinker onto Lindell.
With a long stretch of path before me, still dark beneath the trees and a sky not yet fully awake to the
day, I watched the sunrise over the Central West End. It bathed the skyline in vibrant pink and orange
and yellow. It was still and beautiful. I caught my breath and soaked in the colors, so bold and hopeful
against the shadows.
And in that moment, I was refreshed.
I imagine there is a great and hidden exchange taking place at all times. It happens in our minds,
though over it we have very little control and sometimes no control at all. It is a marketplace of
memories, commodities not so much bought and sold as traded in a delicate and frenzied balancing
act. Moments are added and removed, like a puzzle, or twisted and turned like a Rubik’s cube, in an
endless search for wholeness and symmetry.
This wholeness, of course, can never quite be reached, at least not permanently, for we are alive and
our existence is dynamic and changing. We live in moments. We weep and rejoice and grieve and
fight in moments. We rest in moments. We die in moments. And so we swap and barter, holding on to
some and letting go of others. Some moments cut deep, stinging and bruising. Others heal and
soothe. Some are heavy. Some relieve burdens. Some open our eyes, while others cause us to
become shortsighted. Or even blind.
Some moments tarnish and age, turning irrelevant with time. We outgrow them and can no longer
relate. Others are indelible, and we try to erase them, and when they can’t be erased, we try to
overpower them, and when they can’t be overpowered, we try to bury them, and when they can’t be
buried, we simply wait and hope that one day, they will fade, as all thing do.
So we collect and store these moments, hoarding and fighting for those that bring us joy and crying
―Sell! Sell!‖ to those that bring us pain. But it takes time to sift through such matters. The process is
not quick. It is slow and never-ending. And sometimes the scales tip in favor of moments of joy. And
sometimes the scales tip the other way, and no amount of crying out can shift the balance.
And still, there are moments and moments and moments. This is the great exchange.
We live in a busy world, and the enemy of moments is busyness. Work and play, soccer practice and
grocery lists, meetings and games. We carry our busyness with us always, in our pockets and purses,
never more than an arm’s reach away, and usually closer. We go and go, so long as our minds are
not still. Distraction, for better or worse, steals moments.
People often ask why I like to run. And there are a thousand answers from which I can choose: the
physical exertion, the mental release, the escape, the excuse to consume more calories, the runner’s
high, the challenge, the sense of accomplishment, the community of other runners, the harmony with

nature, the emotional therapy, the short-shorts. And, yet, often I forget to mention—perhaps because I
take for granted—one of the sport’s greatest gifts.
Moments.
Running nourishes moments. It preserves them and cultivates them, acknowledging those that have
wounded us—those we have struggled so greatly to ignore—and tenderly offering us new ones to
help heal. In the stillness of the morning. In the quiet of the night. Alone. With friends. To build
strength and confidence. To calm and to reassure. To grieve. To laugh. To help make the balance
right.
This is the great exchange.

Amy L. Marxkors is the author of The Lola Papers: Marathons, Misadventures, and How I Became a
Serious Runner and Powered By Hope: The Teri Griege Story

Race Results
Zwartkops (AGN) 21km race - 2016-07-30
Position

Initials

Surname

Age

136
826

D
R

Pienaar
Pienaar

20
60

Finish
Time
01:45:33
02:32:29

Zwartkops (AGN) 10km race - 2016-07-30
Position

Initials

Surname

Age

48
111

J
A

Burger
Burger

44
20

Finish
Time
00:42:20
00:47:12

TRAINING ADVICE
Training to achieve any running goal is exciting. We develop a plan of attack and set about
conquering our goals. And then… we get injured. Ugh.
The high injury rate for runners is a frustrating reality. Studies suggest that almost 3 out of every 4
runners will develop some sort of injury each year. So, what are we supposed to do? Stop running?
Hardly.
The physical and emotional benefits of running have been just as clearly documented. All physical
activity comes with some kind of risk, right? And running is good for us. Heck, it’s excellent for us. So
how can we run and avoid becoming a running injury statistic?

A little strength training can go a long way to help runners avoid the DL. Rather than go into the
numerous ways that strength training can help performance, let's focus strictly on strength training as
a tool to keep us healthy.
The most common running injuries that beset endurance athletes are overuse or ―under-recovery‖
injuries. These occur due to movement dysfunction and soft tissue imbalances. These imbalances are
amplified by the highly repetitive, single-plane activity we all love so much. When you also consider
the high impact of running mile after mile, it’s not surprising that issues arise. The race itself is not
what breaks most runners. It’s the necessary time on our feet in training that sets us up for injury.
Ask most runners about their primary goals, and almost all of them will mention that they just want to
make it to the start line healthy. And, as a coach, my goal is to have my athletes ready to chase their
goals on race day. Yet despite compelling evidence supporting the inclusion of strength training in a
runner’s program, there are still plenty of runners who just run. They do nothing additional to help
themselves develop as all-round, balanced athletes. If we can develop better postural strength and
athleticism, our bodies will be better prepared to handle the stresses that training can put on us.
Frequency is the key.

When we talk about adding strength training to our workout regimens, we're not talking about adding
two or three 90-minute gym sessions per week. The goal is a frequent and manageable process. We
are already investing quite a bit of our spare time to training. Trying to add too much gym time can
disrupt the delicate work-life-training balance. If we can simply add in three to five days each week of
20-30 minutes per day of some targeted exercises, our bodies will see the benefits.
Movement not muscle.
It's about functional strength, not bulking up. We want to develop movement patterns. We don’t want
to train isolated muscles. We want to develop a balanced body, so our goal in strength training is to
activate muscle patterns that are weak or inhibited and relax or loosen those that are tight or
overworked. Runners often worry about getting too big and muscular in training. But to be honest, you
won't start to look like the hulk unless you train specifically for that outcome. With a targeted strength
training program, we'll be able to stay ahead of the stresses that can crumble our running goals. And,
no, we won’t get bulky.
Another set of eyes.
My wife will not let me cut my own hair because I'll screw it up. No matter how hard I try, I can't see
the back of my head while I cut. Having another set of eyes that can see everything helps me
avoiding wearing a hat every day. The same thing holds true when we’re working on training our
muscles to get stronger and more balanced. We need that extra set of eyes to make sure we're doing
the movement patterns properly. Sure, we'll try to feel what's right. The problem is that if we've
already got muscular compensations going on (and in case you were wondering, yes, you do) what
we is right typically is not. We need another person there—ideally, a professional—to ensure we are
training correctly.
Runners are going to run. It's as simple as that. By adding proper strength training into our training
regimen, we will get more out of our running and stay one step ahead of the injury bug. A little
strength training can go a long way towards achieving our goals.

Tim Cary is Fleet Feet's Assistant Training Manager and coach of the Fleet Feet-sponsored
Runnababez Elite team. Over his more than two decades of coaching, Tim has coached athletes to
three national team championships, five national individual championships, two national records, and
numerous All-American and All-State honors.

Glutes!
Out of approximately 640 skeletal muscles found in the human body, there is one muscle group that
rules them all – the glute muscles. If you're a runner and all you know about glutes is that they are
butt muscles, you'll benefit from knowing more. In addition to making you look great in your running
shorts, strong glues will help you run faster, be more efficient and, most importantly, less likely to get
laid up with a preventable injury.
What are glute muscles?



The gluteus maximus (glute max) is the largest of the gluteal muscles and one of
the strongest muscles in the human body. It inserts at the iliotibial band* and the
gluteal tuberosity of the femur. Its action is to (1) extend and laterally rotate the hip and (2) to
extend the trunk.
 The gluteus medius (glute med) is a broad, thick, radiating muscle, situated on the outer
surface of the pelvis.
 The gluteus minimus (glute min) is the smallest muscle in the group and is situated
immediately beneath the gluteus medius.
Why are glute muscles such a big deal? (We'll narrowed it down to three reasons.)


Strong glutes provide a powerful hip extension, which is one of the key qualities that
separates the tortoises from the hares. It is the bedrock of speed. In order for us to move
forward we have to push backwards. And to push backwards, we need strong glutes.
 Strong glutes provide stability. The glute min and glute med are what supports your body
when on one leg. If you have a weakness in either of these two muscles, other parts of your
body ―try‖ to provide stability, leading to compensation, poor mechanics and, ultimately. injury.
 "Decreased gluteal max strength can contribute to common running injuries such as iliotibial
band friction syndrome and patellofemoral pain," says Brian Harthill of Athletico's physical
therapy clinic in St. Peters.
So, how do you strengthen your glutes?
The trick is to start at the actual start.
To successfully get the glutes to fire, we have to successfully overwrite the compensatory patterns
that have developed over time. We have to activate them in a low load, low stress environment, and
positions where surrounding muscles can’t jump in and take over. Here are two ways to do just that:
And let’s not forget...
Sitting for long periods (aka, the desk job) can lead to the gluteal muscles atrophying (or
degenerating) through constant pressure and disuse. Simple isometric contractions (or squeezing of
glutes) at your desk will keep your muscles turned on while you are plugged in at work.

Fleet Feet Training Director Brandi Barbre has more than a decade of experience
coaching athletic performance, prescribing corrective exercise, and conducting metabolic testing.

WHY AM I TRAINING HARD AND NOT LOSING WEIGHT?

Some people out-eat their running. They tell themselves, ―I just ran 20 miles today. I can eat
anything I want." You know who you are.
But at the other end of the spectrum you'll find another group of hard-training runners who aren't
losing weight, either. Those are the folks who out-run their eating - and it's their light eating that may
be causing them to gain weight.
You need to proportionately increase calorie intake with increased exercise. A skimpy diet will
undermine your surge in training because it cannot maintain your metabolically active muscles. As an
example, if you are eating 1,400 calories and burning 2,500 calories every day your metabolism will
slow to protect your vital organs and defend against ―starvation‖ by sustaining your adipose (fat)
tissue - even during intense training.
Just remember: you won’t ―get fat‖ by eating (1) carbohydrate-rich foods that support your long
exercise sessions, (2) protein-rich foods that facilitate muscle recovery when it's needed, and (3)
fat that provides energy, absorbs certain nutrients, maintains your core body temperature, and serves
as a backup source of energy to fuel your workout when carbohydrates are not available
.
If you think you may fall into the ―I’m eating too little‖ category, test your daily caloric needs with our
Caloric Expenditure Test. This simple metabolic assessment gives you the facts you need to eat
wisely while you are in training.
Another reason that hard training may result in weight gain involves sleep, not calories. Sleepless
nights (or too many early morning runs) don’t just ruin your mood the next day - they could also
increase your waistline. According to new research in the August issue of the American Journal of
Clinical Nutrition, sleep deprivation can cause you to pack on extra pounds.
When you get too little shut-eye, your metabolism slows down to conserve energy. That slowdown
triggers the release of the hormone cortisol, which increases appetite. Your body thinks it needs more
energy, so it asks for more food. Given that it takes just 3,500 calories to add a pound to your body,
even 200-300 extra calories a day can quickly turn into extra weight.

Fleet Feet Training Director Brandi Barbre has more than a decade of experience coaching athletic performance,
prescribing corrective exercise, and conducting metabolic testing.

Sponsors Page.
Please support our sponsors, they support Vaal Athletic Club.
Our Main sponsor for the Vaal Marathon for 21 Years.

MRG is the industrial roofing and structural specialist. MRG is a registered asbestos removal contractor
Supply and install Stainless Steel, Polycarb, Galvanised, Chromadeck and Nutec sheeting. Design and install lifeline systems.

Always there to assist, thank you to the Hamilton family.

CCG is recognised as one of the major specialised manufacturers of cable glands and junction boxes in the
world.

(Sponsor of our Comrades tops for the past 10 years!).
LAST WORDS.

